
Potato Bread

 INGREDIENTS 

1/2 tablespoon instant yeast
1/4 cup (99g) sugar
5/8 to 3/4 cup lukewarm water or potato water (water in which potatoes have been boiled)*
3/8 cup (3 tablespoons) softened butter
1 1/4 teaspoons salt
1 large egg
1/2 cup mashed potatoes
3 1/4 cups unbleached all-purpose flour

*Use the lesser amount of water in summer, or in humid weather conditons; the greater amount in
winter, or when it's dry out.

 DIRECTIONS 

Beat together all of the dough ingredients, using the flat beater paddle of your stand mixer, or
your bread machine set on the dough cycle. If you're using a stand mixer, beat the mixture for 4
to 5 minutes at medium-high speed, stopping the mixer to scrape down the sides and bottom of
the bowl twice. The mixture should start to become smooth and a bit shiny.

1.

Switch to the dough hook, and knead the dough at medium speed for 7 minute, stopping to
scrape the dough into a ball twice; it may or may not start to clear the sides of the bowl on its
own. If you're using a bread machine, let it go through its entire kneading cycle, but don't let it
rise; continue with step 3, below.

2.

Scrape the dough into a ball, and place it in a lightly greased bowl or large (greased) plastic bag.3.



Refrigerate overnight, or for up to 24 hours.
Remove the dough from the refrigerator, divide it in half, and shape it into two 9" logs. Place
them each in a lightly greased 9" x 5" loaf pan.

4.

Cover the pans with clear shower caps (first choice) or lightly greased plastic wrap, and allow
the dough to rise until it's crowned about 1" over the rim of the pan. Since the dough is cold, this
will take anywhere from 2 to 4 hours. Towards the end of the rising time, preheat the oven to
350°F.

5.

Bake the loaves for 25 minutes. Tent with aluminum foil, and bake for an additional 15 to 20
minutes, until the bread is a deep golden brown, and a digital thermometer inserted into the
center of one of the loaves registers at least 190°F.

6.

Remove the bread from the oven, and place the pans on a rack. After 5 minutes, gently turn the
loaves out onto the rack to cool completely.

7.

Store, tightly wrapped, at room temperature for several days, or up to a week in cool/dry
weather; for longer storage, wrap well and freeze.

8.

Bread Machine Instructions
Place all the ingredients in the pan according to the order in the manufacturer's instructions.
Set crust on medium and program for the Whole Wheat cycle; press START. When the baking
cycle ends, immediately remove the bread from pan and place it on a rack. Let cool to room
temperature before slicing. Or use the dough cycle and continue starting with step #2 (above).
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